Abstract-If there are grey variables in the constraint conditions in uncertain programming, the programming is called grey chance constrained programming. In this paper we provide the concept of grey chance constrained programming. When the whitenization weight functions of grey variables are known and the distribution functions are constructed, we studied the certainty equivalence solution of grey chance constrained programming. In different situations, the solution of grey chance constrained programming is given. Further, convexity of the feasible set is study. Then an optimization algorithm based on genetic algorithm is suggested to solve this model. Comparing with traditional power transmission system planning, there are more uncertain factors to be processed during power transmission system planning under electricity market environment. In view of the grey properties of installed capacity of generators and the load increasing, we build up a model of power transmission system planning based on grey chance constrained programming. The objective function is solved by genetic algorithm with grey simulation, and optimal power transmission system planning schemes on different confidence levels are obtained.
INTRODUCTION
Uncertainty exists in many fields such as decision science, management science, information science, system science and computer science. In the real world, uncertainty is a common phenomenon, and it is also a manifestation of varied, such as random, fuzzy, and other multiple uncertainties. With different uncertainties, there are many optimization problems need to be solved [1] . However, for uncertainties and complexions contained in the decision system, classical methods are incapable of action. The uncertain variables in optimization problem can be divided into three basic types: random variables, fuzzy variables, rough variable [2] . The objective function or constraint functions with uncertainty variables are called uncertain functions. There are three basic ways to deal with these uncertain functions. One is expected value model. In this model, we use uncertain function expected instead of values of original objective function and constraints [3] . The other is chance constrained programming model. In this model, we require constraint conditions are met by chance measure no less than a predetermined confidence level [4] . The last is maximization the opportunity of event. In optimization problems, they all have mathematical expectations [5] [6] . The first model is established to maximize the expectation of the objective function for the uncertain variables. Chance constrained programming is proposed by Charnes and Cooper [7] , which allows a decision, does not satisfy the restriction to a certain extent. But the decision met the chance constraint is not less than a certain confidence level. The vitality of a theoretical is closely related to its practical application [8] . Uncertain programming covers classic programming, stochastic programming, fuzzy programming research content planning, interval programming in theory and the scope of application is very broader [9] . In the real world, the great majority of the optimization problems have uncertain factors more or less. From the dialectical point of view, uncertainty is absolute, certainty is relative. Considering the uncertain environment the optimization problem is obviously meaningful.
Grey system theory is a new method that studies problem of little research data and poor information with uncertainties. Its experimental observation data has no any special requirements and limitations, and therefore it is a very broad application area [10] [11] . When there is little amount of statistical data and the information is poor in the planning problem, we can use grey planning method. However, the basic idea of existing grey planning method is to transform grey programming to deterministic planning. Such method disguises the nature of grey programming [12] .
With the rapid development of computer technology and the emergence of computational intelligence technologies, many complicated optimization problem has been solved by computer. In this paper, grey simulation is presented and used to solve the grey planning problem. To distinguish it from the traditional grey programming, we call it grey planning based on grey simulation. Stochastic simulation is to do experimental sampling from random system. Grey simulation is to do experimental sampling from the grey system. The basic idea is after constructing the whitenization weight function of grey number, verifying the grey chance constrained planning problems, then solving the grey planning based on grey emulation.
Generally, uncertainty planning include the grey parameter can be called the grey planning, which includes the grey chance constrained programming, grey dependent-chance programming, grey Dependent-Chance multi-objective planning. In this paper we discuss the grey chance constrained programming. Charnes and Cooper proposed the chance constrained programming is mainly to solve the programming containing random variables in the constraint conditions [13] . Sometimes the decision making may not satisfy the constraints, adopt a principle which allows decisions not satisfy the constraints to a certain extent, but the decision should make the possibility of constraint condition not less than a certain confidence level [14] . We think that the grey variables in the constraint conditions of the grey chance constrained programming follow the same principle.
The traditional method for solving chance constrained programming is based on confidence level given in advance [15] . For some special cases, chance constrained programming problem can be transformed to a deterministic mathematical programming problem, but constrained programming problems in complex opportunity is often difficult to achieve this point [16] .
Comparing with traditional power transmission system planning, there are more uncertain factors to be processed during power transmission system planning under electricity market environment [17] . According to the load increasing and grey and stochastic properties of installed capacity of generators, a mathematical model of power transmission system planning based on grey chance constrained programming is built up in this paper; the objective function is solved by genetic algorithm with grey simulation, and optimal power transmission system planning schemes corresponding to different confidence levels are obtained [18] [19] . Analysis on the results of calculation example shows that the planning result obtained by the proposed method is more flexible and adaptable, so the proposed method is available for reference to planning works.
II. GREY CHANCE CONSTRAINED PROGRAMMING
Definition1 A mathematical program which has the form as formula (1) 
. Similarly, for a
given decision x , the objective function ( , ) fx  is grey.
There may be more than one positive value f of ( , ( ))
The target value we need should be the maximum value of the objective function by the confidence level at least
we give the following forms of mathematical programming. Definition2 A mathematical program which has the form as formula (3) is called a grey chance constrained program.
min .
where x is decision vector and  is grey parameter vector.
( , ) fx  Grey chance constrained programming has the following forms.
Definition.3 A mathematical program which has the form as formula (4) is called a grey chance constrained program.
For the minimization problem, we have Definition.4 A mathematical program which has the form as formula (5) is called a grey chance constrained program.
III. CERTAINTY EQUIVALENCE SOLUTION OF THE GREY CHANCE CONSTRAINED PROGRAMMING
The difference between grey chance constrained programming and deterministic planning is the former has grey chance constrained. We discuss certainty solution of equivalent forms in this paper. 
For each given confidence level ( 0 1 
The equivalent form of { ( , ) 0}
quivalence class in determination circumstances. Theorem 2 We suppose the following condition is established.
The whitenization weight function of the grey parameter
i  are independent of each other. Thus
Proof The grey chance constrained conditions { ( , ) 0} 
Suppose the distribution function of
When the distribution of grey variable is known, 
IV. CONVEXITY OF FEASIBLE SET Convexity of the feasible set is the study of the following problems.
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The concave function can be interpreted as follow. For
Proof Take an arbitrary X  is an unconvex set.
V. HYBRID INTELLIGENT ALGORITHM
The difference between grey chance constrained programming and deterministic planning is the former has grey chance constrained. For grey chance constraints which are easy to handle, we transformed it into equivalence classes, otherwise, we use grey simulation to determine their complex grey chance constraint processing.
A. Test Grey System Constraints
We consider the following grey chance constrained conditions.
The 
B. Calculate the Target Value
We consider the objective function with the grey parameters  as follow.
Sometimes, we need to find the maximum value which meets the above formula. We use grey simulation technology to deal with this problem. In order to speed up 
C. Deal with the Objective Constraints
We consider the grey parameter  as follow.
D. The Genetic Algorithm to Solve Grey Chance Constrained Programming
For grey constraint programming which cannot be converted into determined planning, we combine grey simulation technology with genetic algorithm to solve it. Grey simulation is used to test the feasibility of the offspring and calculate the target value and processing constraints. The global search capability of genetic algorithm can optimize the best individual. The steps are shown as follows:
(1) Generate the initial population, test the feasibility of individual by grey simulation technology;
(2) Perform crossover and mutation operations on the individual, test the feasibility of offspring by grey simulation technology; (3) Calculate all individual target values by grey simulation technology; (4) According to the target value, calculate the fitness of each individual by evaluation function; (5) Repeat step (2) to step (4), until the given cycles are completed; (6) Give the best individual as the optimal solution.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Traditional power transmission planning is to determine the optimal transmission system expansion planning and minimum investment, construction and operation cost of the system on the generation scheme. It is a very complex and dynamic, multi-objective, uncertainty, nonlinear integer programming problem. The commonly used methods are mathematical programming and heuristic methods. In this paper, the grey chance constrained programming is proposed based on incomplete information for the long-term planning of power transmission system. To solve this problem we use grey Monte Carlo simulation and genetic algorithm methods and verified with a 18 node example system.
A. Simulation Uncertainty
The most important uncertain factors in power market environment are power point selection and the corresponding power installed capacity and each node added load or a new node load forecasting. Assuming power point selection and the corresponding installed capacity of generators obey discrete distribution. The loads of nodes are denoted by interval grey numbers and they are independent. For the power point i , we assume the probability which becomes new power point is i p . The generator capacity of that point obeys discrete probability distribution. For example, when the node i is determined as the new source node, the node capacity may be For node load, the situations of simulation are divided into two kinds. In one situation, the simulated load is regarded as random variable which obeys the normal distribution. The corresponding distribution function can be given. In the other situation, the simulated load is regarded as grey variable which denoted by interval grey number. The corresponding whitenization weight function can be given.
B. The Mathematical Model of Transmission Planning
For transmission system planning problem, taking the line investment and construction cost minimum as the goal, in some extreme cases we allow the plan are not satisfy line overload constraint. But the probability of this case happening must be less than a certain confidence level. Mathematical programming transmission system model are as follow. 
C. Example Simulation
Suppose there are 10 nodes, 9 lines and 33 candidate lines in the system. The load of node 14, 15, 16, 17 expressed by interval grey number and the data are shown in Table 1 . The load of node 11, 12, 13 and 18 obey normal distribution and the relevant parameters are shown in table 2. Node 11, 14, 16 and 18 may have new power and obey discrete distribution, the data can be seen in Table 3 . The other line capacity changes are shown in table 4 . We assume that line investment cost and construction cost are equal to the length of lines in numerical. We can see from table 4, with the increasing of line power constraint confidence levels, the number of new lines and the total investment and the cost of construction increase. The higher confidence level is, the higher the cost planning. The selection of low cost will be at high risk, which reflects the chance constrained significance.
VII. CONCLUSION
For the complex uncertain programming problems with grey parameters, we put forward the concept of grey simulation. Then grey uncertain programming based on grey simulation is given and the grey chance constrained planning is emphatically discussed. The result shows that this method need not transform the planning into determined traditional planning. The optimal solution in grey uncertain environment achieves the higher probability.
In this paper, we use genetic algorithm to solve the problem of transmission system planning based on grey emulation. In this method we considered the grey and random character of power construction and load increasing transmission system planning.
The method in this paper is more flexible and adaptable. It is appropriate for decision makers to make the decision-making according to different level of confidence on the plan. Generally, the planning including grey parameter can be called the grey planning, which includes the grey chance constrained programming, grey dependent-chance programming, grey Dependent-Chance multi-objective planning. This paper only discusses the grey chance constrained programming. More This paper only considers the line capacity restraint system under normal conditions, under more serious security constraints uncertainty transmission system planning is the next research aim.
Grey chance constrained programming is a new and vibrant research area. It has more worthy of discussion and in-depth study. Theoretically, we need expand the establishment of various uncertain environments corresponding uncertain programming model. From the aspect of modeling mechanism, we can also put forward other models. From a computational perspective, we need to design a more efficient algorithm based on heuristic algorithm. From the application point of view, except for applications already referred to, we can consider uncertain programming in pattern application of recognition, queuing system, environmental protection, quality control, risk analysis etc.
